Abstract-In the paper, we propose a novel algorithm using joint polarization and angle information for robust and high-resolution multi-target localization in bistatic multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) radar system. The proposed algorithm exploits the singular value decomposition (SVD) of cross-correlation matrix of the received data from two transmitter subarrays to obtain robust performance in noise. Polarization sensitive array-based ESPRIT technologies are employed to estimate the direction of departure (DOD), the direction of arrival (DOA) and the polarization parameters. The Cramer-Rao bounds (CRBs) are given. In the method, the closely spaced targets can be well distinguished by polarization diversity. Also, the DODs, DOAs, and polarizations of multiple targets can be well paired. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can work well and achieve high-resolution identification and robust localization of multiple targets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar [1] and its applications in localization and direction-finding [2] - [4] has recently become a hot topic research. Specifically, the methods of target localization for bistatic MIMO radar are studied to estimate both the direction of departure (DOD) and the direction of arrival (DOA) [5] - [9] . However, a situation must be paid attention that the resolution of these algorithms is greatly degraded when multiple targets are closely spaced and cannot be well distinguished from the spatial domain. Polarimetric radar reflects the tremendous advantages in target estimation, detection and tracking technology [10] [11] . The echoes with different states of polarizations of electromagnetic wave, can be independent of each other due to targets at different locations. By making full use of polarization diversity in MIMO radar, the accuracy of multi-target identification and localization can be improved.
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm jointing polarization and angle information for robust multi-target localization in bistatic MIMO radar system. We use singular value decomposition (SVD) of cross-correlation matrix of the data received from two transmitter subarrays to obtain robust performance in a noise environment. Polarization sensitive array processing [12] and ESPRIT technologies are used to estimate targets for bistatic MIMO radar. By partitioning the transmitter array into two subarrays and matching the received data with the transmitted signals of two subarrays, we obtain two groups of received data from the transmitter subarrays. Then, the DOAs, DODs and polarizations of multi-targets can be effectively estimated and paired automatically. This paper is organized as follows. A signal model for polarimetric MIMO radar is presented in Section 2. A novel algorithm for robust multi-target localization by jointing DOA, DOD and polarization estimation is proposed in Section 3. The Cramer-Rao bound is derived in Section 4. Some simulations are conducted to verify the performance of the proposed method in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section 6.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
For a bistatic MIMO radar system, as shown in Fig.1 Figure 1 . Bistatic MIMO radar with polarization sensitive receiver array
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the reflected signal vector.
Based on the signal model in (9) and (10) 
where b R is the covariance matrix of 
where s U and n U are the first P columns and the last 1 2M N P − columns of U , respectively, then, we have the following relations:
That is to say, the columns in For both transmitter array and receiver array possess shift-invariance properties of ESPRIT method, we can obtain the estimation of DOD, DOA and polarization parameters based on the matrix s U . 
A. DOD Estimation

B. DOA Estimation
For the estimation of DOAs, let 
C. Polarization Estimation
For the estimation of two polarization parameters, let From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , it is shown that the proposed method could effectively estimate DOD, DOA and polarization parameters for bistatic MIMO radar. In addtion, the automatical pairing between DOD, DOA and polarization parameters can be obtained.
Example 2:
The number of transmitter array, receiver array and snapshot is the same as Example 1. The number of targets is 2. SNR changes from 0dB to 30dB. We consider two targets which are closely spaced, ( ) We compare the performance of the proposed DOD/DOA/polarization parameter estimation algorithm with Chen's method [5] of DOD/DOA estimation. The performance of RMSE with SNR for the two targets is shown in Fig. 4 . The simulation shows that the proposed algorithm obviously performs better than the algorithm in previous research. Because polarization diversity is adopted in our algorithm, the multi-target resolution of DOD/DOA estimation is obviously improved.
VI. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we propose a robust algorithm to jointly estimate DOD, DOA and polarization parameters for multi-targets in bistatic MIMO radar system via ESPRIT algorithm, polarization sensitive array processing and SVD of cross-correlation matrix of the received data from two transmitter subarrays. The simulation results show that the proposed method can effectively estimate multiple parameters for each target, i.e. the angles of departure and arrival, and two polarization parameters, in a noise environment.
Also, the parameters can be paired automatically. Using polarization diversity technique, the estimation performance is improved, especially when two targets are closely spaced and cannot be well separated in spatial domain.
